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You’re ready for the long haul with the Mack Pinnacle 6x2 with Liftable Pusher Axle. 
This suspension system delivers greater fuel efficiency, improved traction and increased 
tire life—reducing costs and letting you take on even the harshest road conditions. 
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Superior Engineering
Manufactured with your needs in mind, the Mack Pinnacle 6x2 
has a weld-free assembly for easy alignment and a 9-inch drop 
center axle that accommodates driveline. The R-series drive 
spindles simplify maintenance by using the same wheel end 
equipment as the drive axle.

Lighter Weight and Improved Fuel Economy
Move the lift axle into the pusher position and save up to 
300 lbs. and get a hefty 3-5% boost in fuel economy when 
compared to 6x4 confi gurations.

Improved Traction
With the Mack Pinnacle 6x2, the drive axle stays behind the 
fi fth wheel. That gives you better traction backing under trailers 
in wet or icy conditions and lets you maneuver through bad 
weather and changing road grades with ease.

Increased Tire Life and Lower Maintenance Costs
The lifted axle reduces drag, which increases tire life up to 20% 
and has the potential to lower related maintenance costs by up 
to 50% when compared to current 6x4 and 6x2 confi gurations.

Developed with suspension specialists Link® Manufacturing, 
the Mack Pinnacle 6x2 with Liftable Pusher Axle gives your rig 
better fuel economy and lowers weight, making it the ideal 
solution for regional, bulk, tanker and liquid hauls.

With the lift axle in the pusher position, weight gets distributed 
more evenly—limiting wear and extending life. Add our 
suspension control system, and you get better fuel effi ciency, 
more traction, longer tire expectancy and exactly the kind of 
ride you expect from Mack.
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